Adoption Procedures

Updated: 26 Jan 2022
Step 1 : EXPRESS INTEREST

Drop us an email at adoptme@purelyadoptions.com, or contact us through phone call / whatsapp at +65 9070 9585 (PurelyWoof for dogs) and +65 9046 5538 (PurelyMeow for cats) indicating the following:

- Potential Adopter Name
- Potential Adopter Age
- Residential Type
- Home Address
- Contact No.
- Email
- No. of Children and their age
- No. of existing pets and type
- No. of years experience with pets

Step 2 : SCREENING

Upon receiving your application, we will screen through to ensure the suitability as some of our rescued furkids have certain conditions that may not be a good match with your household, thus would like to address all these concerns before we get back to you!

While we sincerely hope that you can adopt the furkid of your choice, we will also need to make sure that the furkid of your interest is approved for your residential type.

We seek for your understanding and cooperation with us. Do note that the adoption is on a first come first serve basis of suitable applicants.

Step 3 : VIEWING

After confirming that the furkid is suitable for you, we will arrange for a viewing session of the furkid at our fosterer’s house. It is advisable to bring your whole family to view the pet as they will be staying with the furkid after adoption to ensure a life long commitment on this adoption.
Step 4 : TRIAL HOME STAY

If you are interested in the furkid after viewing at the fosterer's house, we will then arrange a 1 week trial home stay for the furkid at your house. You can engage, interact and observe their behaviour and temperament during this 1 week stay with you to decide if he/she is really the one you truly love and adore.

Please be reminded that every furkid may behaves differently in different living environment.

Step 5 : DECISION

If "YES! This is the ONE!", Purely Adopts would like to congratulate you on the new addition to your family! Thank you for adopting the furkid and giving it a new home too! We will require you to sign the adoption papers and pay the adoption fee [Appendix 1] while we pass you the starter kit which includes 1 leash and collar.

If “Sadly, I don’t think this is suitable…”, it’s okay. If you are still very keen in adopting, we will then suggest other furkids that are available and suitable for you and start the procedures from Step 3 again.

Thank You for choosing Adoption!
HDB Approved Dogs

Credits: SPCA (http://www.spca.org.sg/services_adoption_hdb_regulation.asp)

Guide to HDB Approved Dog Breeds

This is a brief visual guide of approved dog breeds for HDB apartments. It is not an exhaustive visual representation of any breed. HDB apartments are allowed only one dog of a small breed or its cross (that stands at 40cm at the shoulders and weighs 12kg or less). The SPCA advises potential dog owners to research about the pet you are planning to adopt. Knowing as much about the animal such as its temperament, history, health concerns, living requirements, etc will assist with the decision on a suitable breed to complement your lifestyle, work schedule, living space, etc.

[Images of various dog breeds are shown]